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The story of
Countess Constance Markievicz
Key Stage 3 Learning Resource

The story of Countess Markievicz has been developed by the Nerve
Centre’s Creative Centenaries project which produces innovative
resources around the Decade of Centenaries and important historical
events and people from Ireland’s history.
This is a Key Stage 3 curriculum linked resource that looks at the part played
by influential women to gain parity with men. This story focuses on the actions
of Countess Constance Markievicz, socialist, human rights activist and the
first woman elected to the House of Commons. It has been produced in 2018
to mark the centenary of the Representation of the People Act and women
voting and standing for election for the first time.
Further graphic novels highlighting the role of other significant women, as well
as a suite of animations and interactive resources are all available to access
from www.creativecentenaries.org/resources
Artwork by Leeann Hamilton and script by Seth Linder. With thanks to
Nicola Ralston and Frances Clarke at National Library of Ireland and
Dr Margaret Ward.
www.creativecentenaries.org
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The first female MP elected to the House of
Commons and the first female cabinet minister
in western Europe, Countess Markievicz was
one of the most remarkable public figures
of her time.
Constance Georgine Gore-Booth was born
in 1868, the eldest of five children. Her father,
Henry Gore-Booth, owned the beautiful Lissadell
estate in Sligo, where she grew up. Life could
not have been more comfortable. She rode
horses, hunted and wanted for nothing.
But Constance was not like most other women
of her class. Even as a child she was concerned
with the welfare of her father’s tenants and
when she was older she began to look outside
her privileged existence. At 25 she went to
London to study art at the highly respected
Slade School of Art and when she returned
to Sligo, she helped set up a local women’s
suffrage group with her sister Eva.
In 1900, while studying art in Paris, she married
a fellow student, Count Casimir Markievicz, who
was Polish. A widower with a young son, he and
Constance had a daughter Maeve. The couple
settled in Dublin in 1903. Here Constance
became a central figure in artistic and Celtic
Revival circles and acted in plays at the newly
formed Abbey Theatre.

Further Information
VISIT

Lissadell House in Sligo is the childhood
home of Constance Markievicz (née Gore
Booth) and is open to the public:
www.lissadellhouse.com

ONLINE

PRONI have digitised the Lissadell papers,
related to the Gore-Booth family, available
online at:
www.nidirect.gov.uk/publications/
introduction-lissadell-papers

Her life changed dramatically in 1908, when
she attended her first Sinn Féin meeting. She
also joined Inghinidhe na hÉireann (Daughters
of Ireland) and helped found Bean na hÉireann
(Woman of Ireland), the first women’s nationalist
journal in Ireland. She formed Fianna Éireann,
a republican version of the Boy Scouts.
she returned to a hero’s welcome in Dublin.
Constance was elected to Westminster as the
Jim Larkin and James Connolly, leaders of
Sinn Féin member for St Patrick’s (Dublin) at the
the Irish Transport and General Workers’ Union,
general election of 1918. She thus became
were great influences on her. She worked
the first woman ever elected to the House of
tirelessly to help the strikers’ families during the
Commons, though as a Sinn Féin member she
Dublin Lockout of 1913. She joined Connolly’s
did not take her seat. However, when the first
Irish Citizen Army during the failed strike and
Dáil Éireann (Irish Parliament) met in 1919 she
marched with the army during the Easter Rising became Minister of Labour, the first woman
of 1916, when she was part of the group that
minister of any European parliament.
briefly held St Stephen’s Green.
She lost her seat in 1922 but was re-elected
After the failure of the Rising she was sentenced the next year. She held her seat until her death
to death, which was later commuted to a life
in 1927. Over 300,000 people lined the streets
sentence. The following year an amnesty saw
of Dublin for her funeral, testimony to the great
the release of all Republican prisoners and
affection the people held for her.

Record a podcast with
Countess Markievicz
Students will imagine a scene where Constance Markievicz is being interviewed for a radio
broadcast in 1925. In groups, students will research some of the main achievements and
incidents from her life and script an interview between Markievicz and a fictional interviewer,
imagining the types of questions and answers that would have been given. Students will
assume the role of both characters and use audio recording software to create their podcast.
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Create a series of tweets about
Markievicz’s election victory in 1918
Imagine you are reporting on Constance Markievicz’s election victory in 1918. Research the
main facts and figures about the election, including number of votes won. Compose five
tweets covering Markievicz’s election journey from her standing for election to winning her seat
and subsequently refusing to take it. Think of a hashtag for your tweets and ensure you limit
each tweet to 280 characters.
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Class
discussion
Do you think Countess Constance Markievicz’s more revolutionary approach was a deciding
factor in obtaining equality for women in Ireland? Think about her involvement in social
campaigns and in the Easter Rising. Could these events have had a deciding factor in how
the role of women was viewed in Ireland.

